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Cultural Changes - Past

- Past & Present Practices:
  - Stakeout by Centerline Station, Offset & Grade Change (Grade Sheets)
  - Points Staked Out are Many Times Interpolated from 2D Paper Plans
  - Layouts are 2D Cross-Sectional Based with Some Estimation in Transition Areas
  - Roadway String Lines & Grade Stakes Rely Heavily on Experienced Equipment Operators
  - Stakeout Relies on Chorded Sections
  - Intersections are Many Times AOBE.
Cultural Changes - New

Newer Methods:
- Features Have Their Own Horizontal & Vertical Alignments
- Points Along Features are Precisely Calculated From Merged Horizontal & Vertical Alignments
- Location of any Point Can be Determined Instantly and Positioned in the Field
- Roadway Surfaces Graded by Machine Navigation – Less Reliance on Operator Experience
- Stakeout Relies on Curved Feature Alignments, Not on Chorded Segments
- Intersections/Roundabouts Are Staked Out Precisely from Combined Alignments – Independent of Centerline
Benefits of Electronic Data

- Direct Conveyance of Alignment Data from Original Design:
  - Eliminate Reverse Engineering of Paper Based Data
  - Eliminate Interpolation of Elevations across Roadways
  - Eliminate Errors From Re-entering Engineering Data
  - Contractor & DOT Share the Same Engineering Data

- Real Time – On Demand Information:
  - Positional Location of Any Feature Available at Any Time and Anywhere Along Feature
  - Positioned by Use of GPS or RTS (Robotic Total Station)
  - Eliminates Irregularities Along Alignments, Between Set Section Stations
Challenges

- Change In Accepted Practices:
  - Higher Reliance on New Technology – Requires Confidence in the Results
  - Need for Quality Control Measures
  - Field Personnel Need New Skill Sets

- Changes by Survey Industry:
  - Proprietary File Formats Do Not Allow For Simple Transfer of Data (CADD to Stakeout) Trying to Encourage Acceptance of XML Format
  - 3rd Party Survey Software Do Not Merge Horizontal & Vertical Alignments for Stakeout Routines
  - Strong Future Need to Share More Electronic Data
Roundabout Design
Roundabout Alignment
Roundabout Completion
Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS)

- 36 Stations = GPS Receivers Which Constantly Collect GPS Data
- Similar to GPS Base Stations
- Automated Network Publishes Static GPS Data, and Real Time Corrections
- System Monitors Network & Sends Alerts When Problems Occur
- Data Published Free Over the Internet and Through Cell Modems
CORS Network

36 CORS Stations

Legend
- NYSDOT_CORS
- 30k
- 35k
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- Thruway
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Installations
DOT Website:
www.dot.state.ny.us/design/dsb/landsurvey/landsurvey.html

The department is moving content from this page into its new Web design. Thank you for your patience.

About Us:
The New York State Department of Transportation Land Surveying Section's primary role includes the support and advancement of the Survey and Right of Way (ROW) mapping activities necessary to design the Capital Program. Section responsibilities include:
- Develop and update ROW mapping and field survey standards, policies & procedures
- Investigate and procure necessary survey equipment and software
- Provide support and training of survey and mapping hardware and software
- Provide Geodetic Survey Support including maintenance of the horizontal and vertical control networks
- Provide GPS support to other program areas
- Evaluation of new or upgraded CADD Software as well as CADD Support

Where do you want to go:
- Geodetic Control Viewer
- Spatial Reference Network CORS/Real Time Network
- NYSDOT Survey Standards and Procedures
- Survey Resources and Publications
- Helpful Survey Links

Contact Us:
NYSDOT Land Survey Section
50 WOLF ROAD
POD 2-4
ALBANY, NY 12232
Benefits or Advantages

- CORS Eliminates Need for GPS Base Stations at Project Sites
- Usable Almost Anywhere Cell Phones Have Reception
- Testing Shows 2 cm Horizontal Accuracy Within 30K of Stations w/Leica GPS
- Used for Both RTK Stakeout and Machine Navigation
- Continuous Data Publication, at No Cost to User
- CORS Should Not be Used for Vertical Elevations Yet, GPS Can Be Localized to Project Benchmarks
Conclusions

- Questions
- Comments
- Suggestions

Email to: dstreett@dot.state.ny.us